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$360,000 - $395,000

Introducing an exceptional opportunity to secure a slice of paradise in the scenic locale of 65a Hindmarsh Road

McCracken. This vacant parcel of land offers a unique prospect for those wanting to create a haven of their own (STCC),

with glorious views across Granite Island, and Victor Harbor, all primed and ready with already laid foundations. This

property's appeal extends far beyond its immediate borders. It is situated just a two-minute amble to Hayborough Beach,

with the rhythm of the waves and the salty ocean breeze creating a tranquil backdrop to your future home. The clear blue

waters and golden sands are the perfect setting for days filled with sun-soaked fun, while the quiet mornings provide a

peaceful solitude for those early walks or runs.One of the significant highlights of this location is its proximity to

McCracken Golf Club & Resort. A mere chip away, this prestigious venue promises idyllic afternoons indulged in a spot of

golf or the option of a leisurely meal within the resort. Moreover, the vibrant Victor Harbor is just a few kilometres away,

providing all the conveniences and amenities you need such as shops, schools, and medical facilities, while retaining the

charm of a coastal town.The property's magic lies in its unparalleled views. Imagine waking up to the sights of Granite

Island and Victor Harbor, with sunlight dancing on the water and the distant horizon painted in hues of pink and orange.

The evenings are equally spectacular, with the setting sun casting long shadows and turning the sky into a riot of colours

reflected in the water.This land parcel at 65a Hindmarsh Road, McCracken, is more than just a piece of real estate. It's a

chance to build a sanctuary where you can escape the hustle of the city and connect with nature's beauty. It's an

opportunity to invest in a future of serene living, where every day feels like a holiday, and the tranquillity envelopes you as

soon as you step foot on the property.For more information contact Joel Georgeson on 0431 993 503 or Kane Tonkin on

0459 129 613.Disclaimer - Every precaution has been taken to establish the accuracy of the material herein. Prospective

purchasers should not confine themselves to the contents but should make their own enquiries to satisfy themselves in all

respects. Ray White Flagstaff Hill will not accept any responsibility should any details prove to be incomplete or incorrect

- RLA 284838.


